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Abstract. A bounded linear operator 7*on C(X), X compact,

is a g.a.o. if it has associated with it a nonnegative projection S

satisfying three conditions given below. An ordinary averaging op-

erator is the case T=S. We show that if T is g.a.o., then the

following problem has a fairly neat solution: What conditions on

an operator R are necessary and sufficient for kernel ( T) c kernel(Ä) ?

Application is made to the problem of the inclusion of one bounded

convergence field in another, via the representation of regular

matrices as linear operators on C(ßN\N).

1. Introduction. In dealing with problems in matrix summability, it is

occasionally useful to consider matrices as inducing linear operators on

C(X), the continuous real functions on a certain compact space X. (In

fact, X=ßN\N. See [A], and §4 below.) In particular, the problem of the

inclusion of the bounded convergence field of one regular matrix in that of

another leads to the following problem in operator theory : Given bounded

linear operators F and R on C(X) such that Te=Re=e (where e(x) = l,

all x g X), what conditions on F and/or R will imply ker Fc ker R (ker=

kernel)? In §2 we show that if F has associated with it a projection S

satisfying conditions (I) and (II) of that section, then necessary and

sufficient conditions can be given for 'ker F<=ker R\ These conditions

have to do with a sort of 'geometric' relation between R and S (Theorem

2.5).
T is called a generalized averaging operator (g.a.o.) if S also satisfies

condition (III) of §3. When S=T we have the usual averaging operator.

(See [K]. For more recent references see, e.g., [L].) When (I), (II) and

(III) hold, then a certain 'geometric' relation between S and F is given

(Theorem 3.2) which will be helpful in identifying operators F to which

the preceding theory applies, and in constructing the corresponding pro-

jection S. In §4 we apply the theory to regular matrices: Given F=(im„)

satisfying certain conditions on its rows, we are able to construct the
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associated matrix S, and give conditions for CT<=CR, where R = (rmn),

and CT, CR are the bounded convergence fields. §5 has miscellaneous

results on g.a.o.

A word on motivation. Most of the results of this paper were first worked

out for ordinary averaging operators. Then it was noticed that one could

assign the two basic properties of an averaging operator (i.e., (i) £2=£,

and (ii) T(fTg) = TfTg) to be a pair of operators in such a way as to satisfy

relation (*) in the proof of Lemma 2.2.

2. Containment of kernels.    Throughout the paper, X will be a compact

£2 space, C(X) the space of real continuous functions on X, and e the unit

function. £ and S will be a pair of bounded linear operators on C(X)

with S^.0 and Te=Se=e, subject to the conditions

(I) TS=T, and

(II) ker S=ker £.

2.1. Notation. Let tx be the regular Borel measure representing the

functional f-^Tf(x) (fe C(X)). Thus, Tf(x)=¡fdtx. Similarly we write
Sf(x)=$fdsx, etc. Since Te=Se=e, we have l=tx(X)=sx(X). We write

car(ij for the carrier set of tx.

2.2. Lemma. Let R be a bounded linear operator with Re=e. The

following are equivalent: (a) ker £<=ker R; (b) RS=R.

Proof,    (a) implies (b). Since TS=T, or £(S-/)=0, we have

(*) Sf-fekerT c ker R,

for any/G C(X). Hence R(Sf-f) = 0 for all/, whence RS=R.
(b) implies (a). Since ker £=ker S, this is obvious.

2.3. Corollary.   S2=S.

Proof.    Let £=S in Lemma 2.2.

2.4. Remark. We have: (I) and (II) imply S2=S. Conversely it is easy

to check that (II) and S2=S imply (I).

2.5. Theorem. Let R be a nonnegative linear operator with Re=e. The

following are equivalent :

(a) ker T^ker R;

(b) for all x e X, rx e co{sy :y e car(/J}, where co = weak-* closed convex

hull.

Proof, (a) implies (b). Let D be the set of all Borel partitions of X,

directed by refinement. Let n={A1, • • • , An) e D. If AiC\cax(rx)j£0,

choose y(i) in this set. If Aic\zax(rx)=0 (in which case ^(^4^=0), let
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y(i) be an arbitrary element of car(rx). We define a net of measures m„ =

2rJÍAfeifr Since '£rx(Ai)=rx(X)=l, the combination is convex. We

show m^—>-rx weak-*. Let fe C(X), and choose ■nQ={B1, ■ ■ ■ , Bm} g D

such that r, s g B( implies \Sf(r) — Sf(s)\<s. Suppose tt={A1, ■ ■ • , An}

refines 7r0. Since ker Fckeri?, Lemma 2.2 implies RS=R, and hence

h*-[fdm, Rf(x) - (fdm

R(Sf)(x) -jfdm ¡Sfdrx-j_ fdm*

! Sfdrx - 2 s/tXOKCA)
Ja¿

^ 2 Í I5/" S/(K0)l drx ̂2^^)

Thus, mn-*rx weak-*.

(b) implies (a). Let/e ker T. By (II),/g ker S.lixe X, then $fdsu=Ç>

for all j g car(/-J, and our condition (b) implies easily that Rf(x)=$fdrx=

0. Hence/G ker R, and we have ker ic ker Ä.

3. Generalized averaging operators. In this section we impose a

further condition on the pair S, T:

(III) S(C(X))^MT,
where MT = {g:T(fg)=TfTg for all feC(X)}. When (I), (II) and (III)
hold, we call F a generalized averaging operator (g.a.o.).

3.1. Remark. In [A, Theorem 1.2], MT is characterized as the set of

g G C(X) which are constant on each of the sets car(tx) (x e X). Conditions

(I) and (III) imply T(fSg)=TfT(Sg)=TfTg for all/, g g C(X). In case
S=T, we get T(fTg)=TfTg, i.e., Fis an ordinary averaging operator [K].

3.2. Theorem. Given bounded operators with Se=Te=e, the following

are equivalent :

(a) (I) and (III) hold;

(b) y G car(íj implies sy = tx (and hence Sf(y) = Tf(x) for allfe C(X)).

Proof, (a) implies (b). Let y g car(/J and fe C(X). By (III) and the

characterization of MT, Sf is constant on car(tx), so Sf(r) = Sf(y) for all

rGcar(/J. Using (I), we have (since tx(X)=l) Tf(x)=T(Sf)(x) =

J Sf(r) dtx(r) = Sf(y). Since /is arbitrary, we have sy = tx.

(b) implies (a). To prove (III), let/G C(A'). Clearly, Sf is constant on

each car(r\,.) (namely, Sf=Tf(x) on car(tx)). By the characterization of

MT, this gives Sf€MT. To prove (I), F(5/)(x)=J 5/(>) ¿/rx(j) =

J Tf(x)dtx(y)=Tf(x). Hence FS=F.
3.3. Remarks, (a) As a special case we obtain the following criterion

(implicit in [K]) for an averaging operator: F is averaging iff;' g car(tx)
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implies ty = tx. (b) Theorem 3.2 implies that operators satisfying (I) and

(III) (and hence all generalized averaging operators) have a rather simple

'geometric' structure which will make the theory especially adaptable to

regular matrices. Namely:

3.4. Corollary. Let T and S satisfy (I) and (III). If x, y e X, then

either tx=ty, or car(tx)near(ty) = 0.

Proof. If z Gcar(ía.)Ocar(í!/), then Theorem 3.2 implies sz=tx and

s=ty, so tx=ty.

4. Application to matrix summability.

4.1. Notation. C*(N) is the space of bounded real functions on the

positive integers N. If/G C*(N),f is its extension to ßN, the Stone-Cech

compactification of N, and /* the restriction of /' to the compact set

ßN\N. If KcJV, Vis its closure in ßN, and V*=Vn(ßN\N). K*#0 iff
Fis infinite, and sets of the form V* (V^N)area basis of open and closed

sets for the topology of N*=ßN\N. (See [R] for details.)

C(N*), the space of continuous real valued functions on N*, is iso-

morphic to the quotient space C(N*)/c0, where c0 is the space of real

functions on TV with limit 0. If T=(tmn) is a regular matrix operator on

C*(N), then £(c0)<=c0, and hence £ induces an operator £* on C(N*) by

the formula £*/* = (£/)* (fe C*(N)). (See, e.g., [A].) From regularity of

£ it follows easily that (T*e)(x)=\ for all x e N*, where e(x)=l for all

jceJV*. Let CT be the bounded convergence field of £, i.e., the set of

feC*(N) such that lim(w^oo) Tf(m) exists. Let (CT)* = {f*:feCT).

It is easy to see that (CT)* = {fe C(7V*):£*/=constant}. If £ is another

regular matrix, then regularity of £ and R implies: CT<=CR iff (CT)* c:

(Cn)* iff ker(£*) c ker(£*).

4.2. Remark. The equivalences just mentioned provide the link

between matrix summability and the theory of §§2 and 3. We shall show

that for a rather large class of nonnegative regular matrices T=(tmn), T*

is a g.a.o. on C(N*).

The clue is provided by Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.4. Suppose £ is

row finite and satisfies the condition: If m, p g N, then either tm=tP, or

car(ím) Picara) = 0 (where tm is the mth row of £, considered as a linear

functional on C*(A0). We define the regular matrix S=(smn) as follows:

If me car(tp), then sm = tp. If m $ car(tp) for all p, then sm=tm. We now

show that the pair £*, S* satisfy (I), (II), and (III). Since £and S have

exactly the same rows (perhaps with different 'multiplicities'), we have

limmtm(f)=0 iff limmsm(/)=0, and so ker(£*) = ker(5'*). Thus (II)

holds. Let/, g e C*(N) and ne N. Since m e car(r„) implies sm = tp, we

can show (just as in the proof of '(b) implies (a)' in Theorem 3.2) that

T(Sf)(n) = Tf(n), and T(fSg)(n) = (Tf)(n)(Tg)(n). Hence T*S*f* = T*f*
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and T*(f*S*g*)=(T*f*)T*(S*g*), so (I) and (III) hold for the pair F*,
S*.

4.3. Remark. General considerations of summability theory (see, e.g.,

[P, p. 82]) permit us to make certain assumptions. Each row of a regular

matrix R = (rmn) may be assumed to have row sum=l. Since limm rmn=0

for each n, we may further assume that if N(m) is the least number such

that rmN(m)9i0, then limm 7V(m)=co. This refers in particular to the

matrix R of the following theorem.

4.4. Theorem. Let the matrices T and S be as in the second paragraph

of Remark 4.2. If R is a nonnegative regular matrix, then the following are

equivalent :

(a) CT^CR;

(b) for each feC*(N),

(*) lim inf{|rm(/) - s(f)\:s e Wm} = 0,
m-*ao

where Wm=convex hull of {sB:p G car(rm)}.

Proof, (b) implies (a). Let/G CT = CS. Adding a suitable constant if

needed, we may assume limm(Sf)(m) = 0. Given e>0, choose M1 such that

p^My implies \sv(f)\<s, and also such that w^Mj implies that the inf

in (*) is less than e. Choose M~^.MX so that m^.M implies that N(m)^M

(N(m) as in 4.3). Now if m^.M, choose s e Wm so that \rm(f)—s(f)\<s.

Because N(m)^.M'^.M1, we have |s(/)|<£, and so

\rjf)\ ^ \rm{f) - s(f)\ + Kf)\ < 2s.

Hence limm Rf(m)=0, i.e.,/G CR.

(a) implies (b). If (b) fails, then there exist/G C*(7V), e>0, and w(l)<

m (2) <• • • such that

(i) IW/) - s.COl > £

for each/? g car(r(m(k))). Taking subsequences if need be, we may assume

limk rmik)(f) — t exists. Replacing / by f—t, we may assume that /=0.

(Note that sv(e)=rv(e)=l for all/?, where e is the unit function on N, and

that Wm is defined by convex combinations.) Let {m(d):a e A) be a subnet

of the sequence {m(k)} such that m(a)^-w for some w e N*. By continuity

of R, rm(a)(f)-*rw(f*), so rw(/*)=0. (Note that rw(f*)=R*f*(w).)

Choose a0e A such that a^.a0 implies

(2) \rmUf)\ < 8/2.

Clearly, car(/Jc [|j {car(rm(o)):a^a0}]*, so if z g car(íj, then there is a

net {p(b):b e B} such that p(b)^-z and p(b) e \J {car(rm(a):a^.a0}. By (1)
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and (2), \spW(f)\^e/2 (b e B). By continuity of S, |¿,(/*)|^e/2. Since

rw(f*)=0, we have sz^rw. It follows from Theorem 2.5 that ker(£*) is

not contained in ker(£*), and hence CT is not contained in CR.

4.5. Remark. Regular matrices A = (amn) and B=(bmn) are called

equivalent if limm ]> \amn~bmn\=0, m which case CA = CB. The result of

Theorem 4.4 holds not only for matrices 5 and £ satisfying the conditions

stated in 4.3, but also for any matrices equivalent to these.

4.6. Example. We are grateful to the referee for suggesting the follow-

ing example. Let £ be the matrix defined by Tf(m) = (\¡2){f (2m— l)+/(2w)}.

Then the corresponding S will be given by Sf(2m—\) = Sf(2m) =

(\l2){f(2m—\)+f(2m)}. Let R = (rm„) be nonnegative and regular.

We shall illustrate the above theory by proving that CT c CR iff

lim 2 Vmin-i - rm2n\ = 0.
n

Suppose the last condition holds. We shall show that condition (b) of

Theorem 4.4 holds, and hence CT<^CR. Define a new matrix W by the

formula wm2n_x = wm2r<=rm2n_x. Now limm £„ |wm»-rmB| =0, so that for

all/G C*(N) we have

(**) \im{Wf(m) - Rf(m)} = 0.
m

Moreover, Wis nonnegative and regular, and there is no loss of generality

in assuming that 2n w™n=l f°r a" w> an0- that R and W are both row-

finite. But each row of W is a convex combination of rows of S:

(wx, w2, ■■■) = 2wx(h *,-■•) + 2w3(0, 0, |, i, 0, ••■) + •••.

Hence formula (**) implies formula (*) of Theorem 4.4. The converse can

be proved directly, without use of 4.4. We give the basic idea without

going into detail. Assume Cr^CR, let m be fixed, and let f(n) =

sgn\rm2n-rm2n_x\. Then

n n n

with geCT, and £—limg=0. (There is a minor difficulty in that g

depends on m.)

5. Miscellaneous results. Theorem 5.1 shows to what degree the pro-

jection Sis determined by conditions (I) and (III). Theorem 5.3 shows that

if £is a g.a.o. satisfying a rather mild invariance condition, then it cannot

converge in the mean to a projection unless it is itself a projection.

5.1. Theorem. Suppose both pairs T, S and £, W satisfy (I) and (III).

Then for allfe C(X), Sf\K=Wf\K, where K=c\ |J {cav(tx):x e X).
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Proof. By Theorem 3.2, if y e car(íj, then sy = tx and wv = tx, so sv=

wv, whence Sf(y)= Wf(y) (fe C(X)).

5.2. Theorem. Let T be a g.a.o. Suppose that ker(F) <= ker(fl), and also

that for all x e X we have car(rx)^caT(tx). Then R= T.

Proof. By Theorem 3.2, y e car(tx) implies sv = tx. By Theorem 2.5,

rxeco{sy:yecar(rx)}cco{sy:yecar(tx)} = {tx}. Hence rx=tx (x e X), so

R = T.

5.3. Theorem.    Let T be a g.a.o. Suppose

(i) F=limK 1/«(F+- • - + Tn) exists in the strong operator topology;

(ii) y g car(tx) implies car(ty)<=caT(tx).

Then T=P (and hence T2 = T).

Proof. First we show that car(/ra) <=-cax(tx) (x g X) (where tnx is the

measure representing the functional f~>Tnf(x)). Now

T(Tf)(x) = f       Tf(y) dtx(y)
•/ear(fi)

= f Í       f(r) dty(r) dtx(y)
Jcar(tx)J ca.T(1y)

= f "t2x,
•'car(¿21)

whence, easily, car(t2x)<^c] (J {cav(ty):y e car(/J} <^car(tx), the last in-

clusion by hypothesis. By induction we get car(?„J <= car(/x) (xeX). (In

the induction step, we compare the integral expressions of both sides of the

equation Tn+1f(x) = T(T'f)(x), as we just did for the case w = l.) Since

(l/")2Li hx-^px weak-*, we havecav(px)ccl (J {car(tnx):n e N) ^cax(tx).

Clearly, ker(F)<=ker(P). Theorem 5.2 implies T=P.
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